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Single-molecule approaches present a powerful way to obtain detailed kinetic information at the
molecular level. However, the identification of small rate changes is often hindered by the considerable
noise present in such single-molecule kinetic data. We present a general method to detect such kinetic
change points in trajectories of motion of processive single molecules having Gaussian noise, with
a minimum number of parameters and without the need of an assumed kinetic model beyond piece-
wise linearity of motion. Kinetic change points are detected using a likelihood ratio test in which the
probability of no change is compared to the probability of a change occurring, given the experimental
noise. A predetermined confidence interval minimizes the occurrence of false detections. Applying
the method recursively to all sub-regions of a single molecule trajectory ensures that all kinetic
change points are located. The algorithm presented allows rigorous and quantitative determination of
kinetic change points in noisy single molecule observations without the need for filtering or binning,
which reduce temporal resolution and obscure dynamics. The statistical framework for the approach
and implementation details are discussed. The detection power of the algorithm is assessed using
simulations with both single kinetic changes and multiple kinetic changes that typically arise in
observations of single-molecule DNA-replication reactions. Implementations of the algorithm are
provided in ImageJ plugin format written in Java and in the Julia language for numeric computing,
with accompanying Jupyter Notebooks to allow reproduction of the analysis presented here. Published
by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5009387
INTRODUCTION
Cellular life depends on a broad array of molecular
assemblies that use chemical energy to perform directed pro-
cesses, ranging from cell division and migration to nucleic
acid metabolism and genome maintenance. Many of these
systems synthesize new biomolecules or perform complex
molecular rearrangements in stages characterized by dis-
crete rate changes.1 Systems that exhibit this type of behav-
ior have piece-wise linear trajectories of motion that can
be quantitatively studied by division into separate linear
regimes before and after each rate change. Using classi-
cal biochemical methods, these discrete and often stochastic
rate changes are obscured by ensemble averaging, prevent-
ing their identification and analysis. Single-molecule imag-
ing approaches provide information-rich datasets in which
changes in rate by individual members of the population
can be followed in real-time, which allows for detailed
characterization previously not possible. Nonetheless, events
at the molecular scale are dominated by thermal fluctua-
tions, with the resultant noise often obscuring underlying
dynamics. While dramatic changes can be visually identified,
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: duderstadt@
biochem.mpg.de
subtle changes are overlooked. Therefore, automated
approaches must be used to avoid bias and ensure the max-
imum information is retrieved in a rigorous and reproducible
manner.
Numerous methods have been developed to detect and
analyze transitions in single molecule observations; however,
most current approaches depend on non-rigorous user-defined
parameters and filtering steps that degrade data quality. While
several approaches have been developed to address these issues
in detection of intensity changes in single molecule fluores-
cence observations2,3 and changes in diffusion in single parti-
cle tracking experiments,4 an approach that is applicable to the
piece-wise linear trajectories with Gaussian noise, typically
obtained by tracking the motion of processive molecules has
been lacking. Kinetic change points, or discrete changes in rate
(Fig. 1), commonly occur in observations of biological systems
conducted with single molecule force manipulation techniques
such as magnetic tweezers, optical tweezers, AFM, or flow
stretching.5 For example, these techniques have been used
to visualize the synthesis dynamics of individual RNA poly-
merases which exhibit changes in speed, stalling, and paus-
ing.6,7 Kinetic change points also arise in observations made
using many other experimental configurations. For example,
directly tracking the positions of fluorescently labeled motor
proteins (e.g., kinesin or myosin)8 or replisome components
(e.g., polymerases and helicases)9–11 on surface immobilized
0021-9606/2018/148(12)/123317/9/$30.00 148, 123317-1 Published by AIP Publishing.
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FIG. 1. (a) A simulated piece-wise linear single molecule trajectory, featur-
ing an initial period of zero rate, followed by multiple rate changes. The trace
further displays Gaussian noise, masking small rate changes. (b) The same
trajectory, with noise removed, representing the target function for kinetic
change point detection. (c) Detected change point locations indicated by the
vertical dashed lines. The region prior to the start of enzymatic activity can be
used to calculate experimental noise σ for the change point detection algo-
rithm. (d) Segments generated by least-squares line fits between the change
point locations closely resemble the target function and provide quantitative
information about kinetic changes.
substrates likewise yields datasets containing discrete rate
changes.
The simplest approach to identify kinetic changes in sin-
gle molecule observations dominated by noise is to bin or filter
(e.g., Savitzky-Golay or Chung-Kennedy7,12,13). This method
can be used to identify large transitions but is strongly depen-
dent on the choice of filter and bin width. Moreover, thresh-
olds set to distinguish transitions are often arbitrarily chosen,
thus introducing bias and complicating reproduction. These
issues are well known, and considerable progress has been
made to address them. Hidden Markov modeling approaches
have been used to extract kinetic parameters in a more rig-
orous manner.14,15 These approaches offer substantial fitting
power but depend on prior knowledge about the underlying
kinetic model, which may not be available or the user would
prefer not to predefine one. Further, algorithms have been
developed to analyze specific signature behaviors exhibited
by certain biological processes. For example, several step fit-
ting algorithms have been developed to analyze the stepping
of single motor proteins and translocases.15,16 Once opti-
mal parameters are determined, these methods may provide
the best fit, given the specific behavior of interest. However,
these approaches must be hand-tailored to identify specific
behaviors in each dataset and lack generality, limiting their
applications.
For the more general problem of change point analy-
sis, which can be applied to financial, climatological, and
many other types of data, several algorithms have been devel-
oped.17,18 The majority of these methods operate on piece-wise
constant data, while some operate on piece-wise linear data—
techniques often referred to as segmented regression.19,20 Typ-
ically, these methods involve some means by which the most
likely position of a change point is discovered and a method
for assessing its statistical significance. If multiple change
points are to be discovered, a systematic strategy must be
employed to divide and search the trajectory. Only a minor-
ity of change point methods can handle an undefined number
of change points and those which do typically require exten-
sive user input and assessment on a per-trajectory basis in
order to rigorously achieve an optimal solution. Addition-
ally, these methods do not typically offer a means to leverage
knowledge of the noise level of the trajectory, information
that often is available for single-molecule trajectories. In sum-
mary, there is a need for a method of change point detec-
tion for piece-wise linear trajectories of known noise levels,
with an undefined number of change points and minimal user
input.
Here we outline a general approach to detect kinetic
change points in the trajectories of processive molecules with
uniform Gaussian noise and discrete rate changes, without the
need for application specific parameters or data filtering. Given
a position versus time trajectory, the algorithm determines all
kinetic change point locations and provides linear fits for all
regions in between, thus yielding estimates for all distinct rates
exhibited by a given system. It should be noted that this method
cannot be applied to systems with non-discrete/continuous
rate changes or with non-uniform variance. Examples of these
are non-processive motor proteins and in force-based exper-
iments any proteins which have a non-linear force-velocity
relationship.21–26 The approach relies on a likelihood ratio
test in which the probability of no kinetic change is com-
pared to the probability of a kinetic change occurring, given
the experimental noise. The likelihood ratio is calculated for
all time points in a given region, and the maximal position is
identified as a possible kinetic change point. To ensure exper-
imental noise is handled properly and no overfitting occurs,
a confidence interval is set to reduce the frequency of false
detections. Applying the method recursively to sub-regions of
a single molecule trajectory allows for detection of multiple
kinetic change points (Fig. 1). Implementation of the algorithm
depends on only two parameters: an acceptable false posi-
tive rate (typically below 1%) and the experimental noise. The
false positive rate is based on a rigorous statistical foundation,
and tabulated values are available based on well-established
formulas, given Gaussian noise. The experimental noise can
be directly measured for a given experimental setup and then
applied to future datasets reducing the possibility of user bias
due to arbitrary parameter optimization steps and user-defined
parameters.
The method presented has proven tremendously pow-
erful in distinguishing operational modes of the DNA
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replication machinery from complex, multistate single
molecule observations.23,24 Here we provide the theoreti-
cal foundation for kinetic change point analysis, a detailed
description of how the algorithm is implemented, and bench-
mark the power of detection using simulations. The algorithm
provides a very general approach to detect kinetic changes that
can be applied to any system exhibiting discrete changes in
rate. The method is computationally fast and requires minimal
user input and no interactive decision-making or evaluation,
allowing for batch processing of massive numbers of trajecto-
ries. Therefore, it is appropriate for use with high-throughput
single-molecule techniques, where hundreds or thousands of
trajectories may need to be processed from a single experi-
ment.22,23,25 In this way, the identification of change points
and their kinetic properties in a large dataset offers a means
for fast, unbiased identification of trajectories and features of
interest.
THEORY
Identification of kinetic change points in single molecule
trajectories is a non-trivial problem due to the complexity of
the observations and the significant intrinsic noise level. Two
critical issues must be addressed. First, the position and sig-
nificance level of individual kinetic change points must be
determined within a given region. Second, a search method
must be developed to ensure all kinetic change points are iden-
tified in the entire single molecule trajectory.18 Here we outline
a systematic approach to address these issues leveraging statis-
tical testing theory and information theory in a manner similar
to related techniques developed by Yang and colleagues but
applied to discrete rate changes in the presence of Gaussian
noise.
An ever-increasing number of single-molecule approaches
are available to follow individual molecules, leveraging both
force manipulation and fluorescence-based methods. In force
manipulation experiments, kinetic changes exhibited by bio-
logical systems are observed by tracking micron-sized beads
physically coupled to the system. For example, length changes
during DNA replication can be followed by surface immobi-
lizing the DNA being copied and tracking a bead attached
to the end.27,28 The primary source of uncertainty in these
types of experiments is due to thermal fluctuations, giving
rise to Gaussian distributed noise. In this example and in
many (but not all) other systems of interest, molecular tran-
sitions such as changes in stoichiometry and conformation
occur at discrete time points, giving rise to discrete changes
in rate. In between these rate changes, there is a constant
relationship between the rate of change in position and time.
Therefore, we assume that individual single molecule trajec-
tories are composed of discrete linear regions convoluted with
Gaussian noise. Given this assumption, the likelihood, LN , of
observing a sequence of N positions within a linear region
will be the product of the probabilities of observing each
position,
LN = p (y1|x1; a, b) × p (y2|x2; a, b) × · · · × p (yN |xN ; a, b) ,
(1)
where p (yi |xi; a, b) is the probability density function for
obtaining a position yi at time xi given a slope a and inter-
cept b (yi = a × xi + b). Here we assume that each data point
in the series was independently detected and recorded. For














where aj and bj are the slope and intercept for each linear region
j and σ is the standard deviation of the experimental noise.
Therefore, the likelihood of a given series of N independently
collected observations is
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In practice, since the likelihood functions involve a very
large number of products, it is convenient to work with
the log-likelihood ratio when performing the likelihood ratio
test. Therefore, we take the log of both sides to obtain the
log-likelihood function,




















(yi − ak ∗ xi − bk)
2.
(4)
This leaves us with the log-likelihood of obtaining a given set
of positions within a linear region. To determine the location
of a kinetic change point, we must calculate the probability of
obtaining a set of positions yi representing two distinct linear
regions A and B with a kinetic change occurring at location k
in between. The likelihood of having two regions will be given
by the product of the likelihood of each, LA ∗LB. We can eval-
uate this product for all possible time points k in a region to
obtain the most likely position for a kinetic change point. How-
ever, alone, this will not distinguish between real change points
and noise. Therefore, we perform a maximum likelihood ratio
test where the numerator is the hypothesis that there are two
different linear regions with a change point at k, and the denom-
inator is the null hypothesis that there is only a single linear
region,
LN (k) =
LN (there is a change at k)





where LA is the probability of a linear region from x1 to xk1,
LB is the probability of a linear region from xk to xN , and L0
is the probability of a single linear region from x1 to xN . The
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(yi − a0 ∗ xi − b0)
2. (6)
Given the log-likelihood ratio, the change point position is
determined by evaluating the ratio for all possible positions in
the region and finding the maximum,29
k̂ = arg max
1≤k≤N
{LN (k)} . (7)
This expression identifies the most likely change point posi-
tion. However, to determine whether the experimental evi-
dence is consistent with a change point occurring at position
k, we must compare the maximum log-likelihood value to a
test statistic appropriate for our experimental setup,
ZN = 2 max
1≤k≤N
{LN (k)} ,
Algorithm 1. Single change point identification and significance testing.
Input: 1. A trajectory of length N, comprising time points (x1, x2, . . ., xN ) and a kinetic response
parameter (y1, y2, . . . , yN ).
2. Time points defining the boundaries of the region of interest in the trajectory, xstart and xend ,
with associated length Nregion.
3. The pre-determined σ value for the trajectory.
4. The user-defined confidence threshold, α.
Process: 1. For every time point xk in the range xstart +2:xend2, calculate the log-likelihood ratioLNregion (k)
for a pair of ordinary least squares line fits in the ranges xstart :xk and xk :xend versus a single
line fit in the range xstart :xend .
2. Identify the time point xk̂ at which the log-likelihood ratio LNregion (k̂) is maximized.
3. Look-up in a pre-made table, or otherwise calculate the relevant critical threshold value
CNregion ,1−α .
4. Perform the significance test: is 2LNregion (k̂) > CNregion ,1−α?
Output: If the time point passes the significance test, return the change point xk̂ .
Algorithm 2. The search strategy for multiple change point detection and refinement.
Input: 1. A trajectory of length N, comprising time points (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) and a kinetic
response parameter (y1, y2, . . . , yN ).
2. The pre-determined σ value for the trajectory.
3. The user-defined confidence threshold 1  α.
Initialization: An array of change points QN is initialised with the values [Q1 = x1, Q2 = xN ].
An iterator i is initialized with a value of 1.
Initial While i < length(QN ), repeat the following:
search: 1. In the region bounded by the time points at Qi and Qi+1, test for a change point
according to Algorithm 1.
2. If a change point is returned, it is inserted into Q between Qi and Qi+1 and i remains
unchanged.
3. If no change point is returned, the value of i is incremented by 1.
Refinement: If QN > 4, the iterator i is reset to 1 and the following steps are repeated while
i< length(QN ) 2:
1. Remove the change point at Qi+1 from Q so that the change point that was at Qi+2 is
now at Qi+1.
2. In the region bounded by the time points at Qi and Qi+1, test for a change point according
to Algorithm 1.
3. If a change point is returned, it is inserted into Q between Qi and Qi+1, and the value of
i is incremented by 1.
4. If no change point is returned, the value of i remains unchanged.
Output: The array of change point positions QN . Line segments can then be fit between neighboring
change points to determine their associated kinetic parameters.




ZN ≥ CN ,1−α,there is a change at index k̂√
ZN < CN ,1−α,there is no change in the data set
,
where CN ,1α is the critical region for N independent mea-
surements and a confidence interval defined by α. For cases
involving Gaussian distributed noise, Gombay and Horváth30




















= 1 − α,
(8)





and h= ln [N]3/2/N . Given N data
points and a confidence interval α, the critical region CN ,1α
can rapidly be calculated using root finding methods.31
IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the kinetic change point method
involves two distinct components: single change point identifi-
cation and significance testing (Algorithm 1) and the recursive
binary search strategy for multiple change point identification
(Algorithm 2). The required inputs are the trajectory data, the
confidence level, and a measure of the noise. In the identifi-
cation component, each successive time point in a region of
interest is treated as a candidate change point, and line fits to the
left and right of this candidate change point are calculated. The
time point at which the likelihood for the pair of line fits is max-
imized is then identified. The likelihood ratio for a two-line fit
broken at this candidate change point versus a single, unbro-
ken line fit is then subjected to a critical value significance
test, and a change point is returned if it passes this test. Sub-
sequently, the search strategy chooses the regions of interest
to which single change point identification and testing will be
successively applied. It comprises two steps: an initial sweep
for change points, followed by a refinement step. In the first
search step, the boundaries of the trajectory are defined as the
initial set of change points, and the first change point is sought
within these bounds. When a change point is found and passes
the significance test, the search region narrows so that the next
change point is sought in the region bounded by the first change
point and that most recently discovered change point. If no
change point is found within the current search region, the
search progresses to the next search region to the right. This
process continues until the end of the trajectory is reached
(Fig. 2).
In the refinement step which follows, each internal change
point is successively removed and re-sought within the region
bounded by its neighboring change points. It may be returned
in its original position, returned in a different position within
this region, or removed permanently. In this way, the opti-
mal position of each change point is identified within its
local region, within a regime which has already been ten-
tatively marked as kinetically distinct. This constitutes a
FIG. 2. The scheme of change point detection and refinement involves two
phases, an initial search followed by a refinement in which each change point
is re-appraised in the context of its neighboring change points, resulting in an
array of change point positions. Each change point marks a change in kinetic
regime, and by fitting straight lines bounded by these change point positions,
the kinetic parameters associated with each regime can be obtained.
simple but powerful and necessary means of optimization,
and it yields robust results when applied to single molecule
data.
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RESULTS
To assess the performance of the kinetic change point
method, a series of tests were undertaken using simulated
trajectory data. These simulations were produced using the
Numpy library for numerical computing in Python version
3.6, with time and position being in arbitrary units, and
with noise drawn from a random Gaussian distribution with
a predefined random seed, allowing the data and analysis
presented here to be reproduced from the Github reposi-
tory (Software). All simulated trajectories were analyzed
for change points using an implementation of the kinetic
change point algorithm written in the Julia language for high-
performance numeric computing, version 0.6,32 with a con-
fidence threshold of 0.99, except where otherwise specified.
Subsequent analysis and plotting were performed in the R envi-
ronment for statistical computing, using the tidyverse set of
packages.33,34
Likelihood ratio test and false positive rate
Change point analysis inevitably results in false detec-
tions, the rate of which is a function of the user-defined con-
fidence threshold (α), as well as how accurately the input σ
value represents the true noise. While a confidence threshold
of 0.99 putatively gives a false positive discovery rate of 1%,
the empirically determined rate is somewhat different, even
when allowing for a perfectly accurate σ value. To assess
this aspect, 105 trajectories each with a length of 500 time
FIG. 3. The rate of false positive detection for various confidence threshold
values as a function of position in simulated noise with a duration of 500 time
points, averaged over 105 trajectories. A greater number of false positives are
obtained at the peripheries of the trajectory.
points were generated and each exclusively consisting of noise
drawn from a Gaussian distribution of width 100. In this and
other tests presented here, these values are unitless. Impor-
tantly, no true change points were present in these trajectories.
The kinetic change point method was applied at confidence
threshold values of 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99, with the σ value set
to 100 to accurately represent the noise. From this analysis, the
empirically determined false positive rates for these confidence
thresholds were 15.9%, 7.4%, and 1.4% for the 0.90, 0.95,
and 0.99 confidence thresholds, respectively. False positives
are predominantly located at the peripheries of the trajectories
(Fig. 3).
FIG. 4. Accuracy and rate of detection
for single change points placed at the
halfway points of trajectories. (a) The
distribution of discovered change point
positions as a function of Rchange, the
ratio of the absolute rate change over
the noise, at a fixed trajectory length of
100 time points. (b) The rate of change
point discovery as a function of trajec-
tory length, for a fixed Rchange value of
0.5. For every Rchange or length condi-
tion, 104 trajectories were simulated. (c)
Example trajectory with a low Rchange
value of 0.1. Although a change point
has correctly been detected, it is of low
positional accuracy. (d) Example trajec-
tory with an intermediate Rchange value
of 0.5, at which the magnitude of the rate
change is equal to that of the noise. The
position of the change point has been
accurately identified. Time and position
are in arbitrary units.
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Change point detection accuracy
To assess the accuracy of change point detection, simu-
lated trajectories of enzyme position, P, with length L = 100
time points and noise drawn from a Gaussian distribution of
width W = 100 were produced, in which a single change point
occurs between time points 49 and 50. Since arbitrary units
were used in the simulations, the ratio of the rate, a, over the
noise, i.e., R = a/W, is the proper metric to determine the detec-
tion power of the algorithm. The initial rate in each trajectory
is 50, corresponding to an R1 value of 0.5, with the second rate
taking a range of values between 60 and 200, corresponding
to R2 values ranging between 0.6 and 2. Under these con-
ditions of fixed trajectory length, the challenge to accurate
detection is best expressed as the difference in these R values,
Rchange = R2  R1, giving a range of tested Rchange values of
0.1 to 1.9. At each Rchange value investigated, 104 trajectories
were simulated. There were no trajectories that returned type
II errors for a trajectory length of 100 points, while super-
numerary change points, i.e., type I errors, were discovered
for a small fraction of trajectories at a rate consistent with that
described in the subsection titled Likelihood ratio test and false
positive rate for a confidence threshold of 0.99. The distribu-
tion of discovered change point positions narrows as Rchange
increases [Fig. 4(a)]. Another challenge to accurate detection
is the number of time points in the search region. At a fixed
Rchange value of 0.5, trajectories of durations ranging between
6 and 40 time points were tested under conditions similar to
those above, with the change point located at the halfway posi-
tion. When the length is short, type II errors are obtained, and
the rate of change point detection develops sigmoidally with
the trajectory length, with ∼50% of change points detected
at a length of 19 time points and >99% of change points
detected in trajectories of length greater than 27 time points
[Fig. 4(b)].
Pause detection
Many biological systems of interest exhibit pausing
behavior in their single-molecule trajectories, in which the rate
FIG. 5. Pause detection as a function of pause duration and rate. Trajectories of length 100 were simulated, with rate:noise values R ranging between 0.5 and 2.0.
Each trajectory contained a pause region of zero rate centered at the midpoint. These pause segments had durations ranging between 1 and 20 time points. For
each unique combination of pause duration and R value, 104 trajectories were simulated and the change point search was conducted with a confidence threshold
of 0.99. (a) The fraction of pauses detected rises as a sigmoidal function with the pause duration, with detection efficiency increasing with rate. (b) The mean
discrepancy between the measured pause duration and the actual pause duration rapidly declines to zero for rate values equal to and greater than the noise, i.e.,
R > 1.0, while at an R value of 0.5, this discrepancy is slower to decline. The discrepancy values are shown for rate and duration combinations for which at
least half of the pauses were discovered. (c) An example of a pause that spans only a small number of time points, at a rate that is half the width of the noise,
R = 0.5. In this example, the pause was not detected; however, a single change point has been detected at the mid-point of the pause. (d) An example of a pause
that spans a moderate number of time points, at a rate equal to the width of the noise, R = 1.0. In this example, the pause has been accurately identified.
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transiently drops to zero before returning to its prior value. It
is desirable for any method of single molecule kinetic analysis
that these key features of interest are extracted with high confi-
dence and accuracy. However, reliable pause detection can be
particularly challenging. The relative prominence of a pause,
and therefore its likelihood of detection, depends on the inter-
play of the rate of the event that has been interrupted by the
pause, the pause duration, the noise, the length of the region
within which the pause is to be located, and the sampling fre-
quency. To test the pause detection performance of the kinetic
change point method, pauses were placed at the center of sim-
ulated trajectories of length 100. Rates were varied from 50
to 200, which at a noise of width 100 corresponds to a range
of R values of 0.5–2. Here, the challenge parameter is the R
value relative to the pause duration. For each rate value, the
pause duration was varied from 1 to 20 time points. For com-
pleteness, this range includes pauses that are well below the
threshold for being visibly discernible; however, the algorithm
cannot be expected to dramatically outperform visual percep-
tion. At each unique combination of rate and pause duration,
104 trajectories were simulated. These were then assessed for
change points using a confidence threshold of 0.99.
In each simulated trajectory, successful pause detection
was considered the observation of a pair of change points
flanking the center of the pause and resulting in a line seg-
ment with a slope below 20 [Fig. 5(a)]. The segment lengths
of detected pauses were compared with the actual pause dura-
tions. For rate values equal to and greater than the width of
the noise distribution, and for pause durations longer than six
time points, there was a close agreement between the measured
and true pause durations, with a slight bias toward overesti-
mation of the duration [Fig. 5(b)]. Of the trajectories where
two change points defining the pause were not discovered,
typically a single change point was discovered instead, with
the mean position of these single change points being located
at the center of the pause [Fig. 5(c)]. Since the probability
of pause detection decreases with duration, estimates for the
mean pause duration will be larger than the true value. This can
be corrected, for example, by applying a maximum likelihood
estimation-based method to model the measured distribution
of pause durations.35
Power of detection for complex, multistate data
In real single molecule trajectories, an undefined num-
ber of change points representing rate changes and pauses are
to be expected. One of the main challenges here is the spac-
ing between change points, which become difficult to detect
when they are closer together and when the experimental sam-
pling rate is low. This scenario gives rise to type II errors,
and the probability of detection sigmoidally approaches one
as the length of the search region increases, even for very
small changes (Fig. 4). To evaluate identification of change
point pairs, a dataset was produced with defined spacing
between change points and a Gaussian noise of width 100.
However, the rate change at each change point could take
any value drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered at
zero, with a width of 200, i.e., double the width of the noise.
FIG. 6. (a) The ratio of the number of
discovered change points over the true
number of change points as a func-
tion of separation distance for trajec-
tory lengths from 100 to 135 (allowing
for integral numbers of change points
per trajectory), with a Gaussian noise
of width 100, and rate changes at each
change point being drawn from a Gaus-
sian distribution centered at zero with
a width of 200. 104 trajectories were
simulated for each separation condi-
tion. [(b)–(d)] Example trajectories with
change points spaced every 35 [panel
(b)], 20 [panel (c)], and 10 time points
[panel (d)]. The discovered change point
positions are indicated by the vertical
dashed lines, while axis labels indicate
the first time points that follow each
change. Note that when the spacing
between change points is adequate, as
in (c), there is greater power for subtle
changes to be detected.
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Separations between change points ranging between 4 and
50 time points were tested, on trajectories of length ∼100
(adjusted as necessary to allow an integral number of change
points per trajectory), and 104 simulated trajectories were gen-
erated for each separation value. A substantial proportion of
change points represent changes with a very low Rchange value
and are essentially invisible. However, such an inability to sep-
arate nearby change points is to be expected in real datasets.
Under these conditions, at a separation between true change
points of 5 time points, the number of discovered change points
was 60% of the number of true change points, i.e.,∼40% of the
true change points are missed as type II errors. At a separation
of 25 time points, the number of discovered change points was
97% of the count of true change points (Fig. 6). These results
emphasize the need to record data at a sampling rate which is
appropriate for the frequency with which changes occur in the
system of interest.
CONCLUSIONS
The rapidly increasing application of single molecule
approaches to study a broad range of biological systems has
led to numerous techniques for the identification and clas-
sification of discrete changes in noisy trajectories. These
approaches often provide the best fit for specific data types
and hallmark behaviors, but depend on arbitrary user-defined
parameters, optimizations, and filtering steps, which compli-
cates reproduction and prevents their broad application. The
kinetic change point algorithm outlined here provides a rig-
orous approach to detect discrete rate changes in noisy single
molecule observations with a minimum number of parame-
ters and a sound statistical foundation. The only requirements
are that the system exhibits discrete rate changes and the
observations are convoluted with Gaussian noise. Optimal per-
formance relies on the data satisfying these conditions and the
optimization of a few key parameters. One of these is the noise
value provided to the algorithm, which can typically be mea-
sured from a subset of data in which it is known that no change
points are present. Another key parameter is the sampling rate,
which must be sufficient with respect to the minimum interval
between change points that is to be resolved. For smaller values
of Rchange, a greater interval between change points is required
for them to be accurately identified. This is of extra importance
when pauses are present, as the successful and accurate iden-
tification of a pause requires that two adjacent change points
are accurately identified.
The implementation of this method is computationally
fast, allowing rapid batch processing of massive numbers of
trajectories. For high-throughput techniques, this approach
offers a strategy to rapidly identify trajectories containing fea-
tures of interest, in a defined manner that is superior to the
biased method of manual curation. The ImageJ and Julia pack-
ages provided should allow both expert and novice users to
broadly apply the approach.
APPENDIX: SOFTWARE AND DATA AVAILABILITITY
The Github repository for the Julia implementation
of the kinetic change point method, along with Jupyter
Notebooks containing all of the code necessary to reproduce
the simulations and analysis presented here is available at
https://github.com/duderstadt-lab/Julia KCP Notebooks. The
ImageJ plugin for the kinetic change point method is available
at https://github.com/duderstadt-lab/Java KCP.
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